MODEL 230.4 except CODE (P99) "AMG Black Series" special model

1 Side flaps
2 Trunk lid
3 Electrical connector
4 Wiring harness
5 Electrical connector

Risk of injury caused by moving parts that can pinch, crush or, in extreme cases, even sever extremities. No parts of the body or limbs should be within the operating range of the mechanism when moving components.

1 Perform work described below only if it is not possible to fold in side flaps (1) with STAR DIAGNOSIS.
2 Move trunk lid (2) to assembly position
3 Disconnect ground line from on board electrical system battery and starter battery
4 Turn electrical connector (3) counterclockwise and remove
5 Connect wiring harness (4) to electrical connector (5)
6 Connect wiring harness (4) to suitable external power source and fold in side flaps (1)
7 Release trunk lid lock with emergency key and put up trunk lid (2)
8 Connect ground line to on board electrical system battery and starter battery.